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Introduction 

In September 2013, with support from SPRUCE/JISC, Lovebytes took its first tentative steps towards preserving its media archive. The SPRUCE Award enabled us complete the first phase of this digital preservation project, which is to analyse, migrate and stabilise a representative sample of material from the archive. We worked with a wide range of media formats, researched and evaluated methods for migrating digital video (DV) and Macromedia Director Projector files. We recorded our findings to inform a Digital Preservation Work Plan and a Business Case to support applications to fund further to continue this work.

Lovebytes is a digital arts organisation which was set-up to explore the cultural and creative impact of digitalisation across the whole gamut of artistic and creative practice. Lovebytes Festival provided a platform for new and emerging art forms and trends in creative digital practice and also provided support for artists to disseminate and distribute their own work through commissions and digital publications. This was a ground breaking model for a UK media festival and established Lovebytes as key player amongst a new wave of international arts festivals. The intention in developing a plan for the preservation of the Lovebytes Media Archive is to look at how best to capture the 'shape' of the festival and how we might best preserve the original curatorial intent when creating an accessible version of the archive.


Summary

We found this process very rewarding, both in terms of developing our preservation skills and from a curatorial perspective. We may have only skimmed the surface of many of the tasks involved in properly preserving such a wide ranging media collection, but the process enabled us to properly assess and plan for the future work that is required to preserve our collection.

We learned from our experience at the SPRUCE London 2 Mashup that preserving data integrity is paramount and we endeavored to apply this across our collection. In some cases it meant that we couldn't go any further as the task went beyond the resources and expertise we have available or the we knew that other preservationists were currently working on solutions. In other instances we were able to establish a method of best practice which would require external services or proprietary software and we could only test to an acceptable level of what we could call 'good practice' within our immediate capacity. However, in a number of key areas we were able to develop complete preservation workflows and this also allowed us to move further forward, towards creating an accessible version of the archive.

Some of the items which require stabilisation and migration are 'born digital' artworks, commissioned from international artists. These, in particular, require some curatorial expertise and our first-hand knowledge became invaluable. Here the artist's original intentions and context must be considered, as with any re-presentation of a digital artwork, especially interactive and generative works, where each viewing can be regarded as a reinterpretation of the work. This is a far-reaching and fascinating area for digital curators, collectors and preservationists and developers, involving not only legal issues around intellectual property rights and technical preservation challenges, but also curatorial issues that are particularly pertinent to preserving digital art.

Whilst we eagerly await the imminent publication of ZKM's 'Digital Art Conservation' due out in November 2013, we wanted to start looking at the preservation issues for our collection and devise our own systems and best practice as far as possible within the restricted capabilities of a small independent organisation.  

[Ref: 'Theory and Practice in the Conservation of Digital Art'. The Project digital art conservation ISBN: 978-3-7091-1469-8]

Thankfully, since Lovebytes was first established, we have been mindful of the importance of preservation in digital art generally, and particularly in relation to our own digital production for live events, art installations and publishing. However, we are aware that our storage and management of the archives has not represented 'best practice' by any means, and as a result our media collection is at risk in a number of ways. The most urgent work to be done is migration stabilisation. Amongst the wide range of formats we hold are Audio CDs and CD ROMs, which are prone to bit rot, and a number of magnetic formats which can degrade gradually or be damaged instantly by electrical and environmental conditions or through attempts to read or transfer the media. The majority of our preservation work will be to migrate digital born assets from a wide variety of storage formats to hard drive, essentially consolidating our collection into a single digital storage medium which is then managed and secured as a part of a back-up routine. This also has advantages for management, physical storage and access. However, in some cases, such as with DV tape, although the storage medium is volatile, if stored correctly, it is thought that a DV tape will outlast a disc or hard drive based media by many years and although accidental damage to the magnetic recording is a risk, this format may well be the most secure and sustainable storage medium for digital video. 


Workplan

1. Auditing the collection.
2. Stabilising and migrating a representational sample of material.
	- Reviewing content.
	- Cataloguing and naming.
	- Planning for future accessibility and interpretation.
3. Extracting metadata and managing file structure.
4. Prototyping a search interface to provide access to the archive.


1. Auditing the Collection

As non-experts in digital preservation, we knew we were about to encounter some challenges and were initially very apprehensive about what lay ahead, given that most of this material had been stored in a garage for over ten years. Many items are the only copies, stored in one location and in danger of decay, damage or loss. As a small arts organisation recently hit by cuts to arts funding, Lovebytes and its archives are in a precarious position; unsupported and vulnerable. In many ways, these items are the only record of our organisation's existence. So before opening a single box, we knew we should deal with these items methodically and with respect for the content.

Our first task was to bring the archive in from the cold, along with some old digital devices and let them acclimatise. Before attempting to read any of the data, we decided to preform a basic audit of the physical contents. The archive had been sealed in oversized tupperware, so it had not been entirely neglected and is in surprisingly good condition. 

Most boxes have lost their chronological or 'natural order'. For instance, the boxes of video tapes had been retrieved and sorted through for uploading clips to YouTube. However some boxes had not been touched and we made sure we documented the un-boxing of these, taking notes and photographs to record what this process revealed.

We chose media assets from the Lovebytes Festival 2000 as our representative sample. 

Digital storage media for Lovebytes 2000 - 'Digital Originals' includes:

Remote web server, Hard disk drive (HDD), AUDIO CD, CD ROM, DVD VIDEO, DVD ROM, DVD RAM, SYQUEST 44Mb, JAZ, ZIP 100Mb, Floppy Disc, MINI DV, MINI DVCAM, MINI DVC, DVC, DV CAM, VHS, DAT, MINI DISC.

In addition to this we decided to add 'Hyper CD', an earlier CD ROM catalogue publication from 1998 to the sample, as an example of content authored using Macromedia Director (for which we knew we had the source code should we require this to recompile) and a CD ROM containing 'Catalog', a PDF of a later printed catalogue, as an example of a long form PDF file, which we could use to experiment with harvesting content and metadata.

Once the initial physical audit was complete, we were able to get an overview of the contents and select a representational sample.


2. Stabilising and migrating a representational sample of material

Lovebytes 2000 - Digital Originals took place over 3 days 6–8 April in Sheffield. The festival had multiple strands, including 'Live Performance', 'Presentation', 'Film Screening', 'Event', 'Workshop' and 'Exhibition' and a series of commissions for what was one of the earliest Arts Council funded Digital Arts Publications 'Digital Space', an AUDIO CD / CD ROM publication. Our aim was to present a programme of events for artists and audiences interested in the wavefront of cross-genre digital art, investigating the linkages and possibilities for independent new media practitioners who were exploring new ways of producing and distributing their own work during what were the formative years of 'Web 2.0'.

Here's the introduction text from our website programme to add some context to the sample material:

'Digital Originals' is the theme for this year's Lovebytes Festival. Three days of digital art and music events, including multimedia presentations, live performances, exhibitions, workshops and film screenings. The festival features new work by artists who use computers at the core of their creative activities. This is becoming most evident in sound based work where increasingly affordable and accessible computers are powerful enough for producing, recording and performing. Many musicians are also beginning to make interactive and self-generating music programmes, synchronised video and animation.

Six months ago Lovebytes began a year-long programme of commissions at its media lab in Sheffield. Offering both new and established artists the opportunity to experiment and collaborate with digital sound and multimedia. The work commissioned under the programme so far will be exhibited at the Workstation Gallery whilst at the Showroom Cinema many of the artist's will be presenting and talking about their work. These events provide the context for a series of live multimedia performances. The international line-up includes Kaffe Matthews (London) at the National Centre for Popular Music on the opening night. Terre Thaemlitz (USA), Kim Cascone (USA), Smyglyssna (Sweden), Adrian Ward (London), GM.Star (Plymouth), Team Doyobi (Leeds/Hull) and Hot Snack (Manchester/Sheffield) all at the Showroom Cinema.

The festival also includes a feast of new multimedia work, web sites and two short film programmes which have been specially selected from an international open submission. The range of work reflects the growth of accessible technologies and their use amongst artists and independent developers from around the world. 'ClickHear!' by Nat Bates & Linda Kenmar (Australia 1999) is a good example of how artists are beginning to exploit the potential of multimedia interfaces. This enticing interactive narrative unfolds as you explore a simple plan view of a house which is full of sonic events just waiting to be stumbled upon. We are also showing a number of examples of work by the video band SKOT (Austria) including their work for the CD ROM '../Karoushi' and music videos for the Mego record label. These cross-media collisions explore the chaos of broken machines and the deconstruction of operating systems.

The Lovebytes internet gallery features innovative web sites by artists from around the world alongside previews of films and events on the Lovebytes Web TV channel at www.lovebytes.org.uk


Sample Content and file formats

The festival archive from Lovebytes 2000 - 'Digital Originals' contains the following content and digital file formats:

Websites - TXT, JPEG, GIF, ANIMATED GIF, PDF, QUICKTIME (various compression formats).
- Website programmes and pre-publicity


Digital video documentation - DV PAL, QUICKTIME, WINDOWS MEDIA (DV PAL, AVI, CINEPAK)
- Presentations
- Performances
- Exhibitions
- Workshops
- General documentation


Digital video archive - DV PAL, QUICKTIME, WINDOWS MEDIA (DV PAL, AVI, CINEPAK)
- Commissions
	- Work in progress, exhibition and delivery copies
	- Print Packaging
	- Duplication masters.

Digital Video Exhibition Copies - DV PAL
- Short film screening compilations

CD / CD ROM publications - Audio CD, Macromedia Director Files, TXT.
- Commissions
	- Work in progress
- Catalogues (Hyper CD)
- Print Packaging

Audio documentation - AIFF, WAV
- Live performance

Print publicity -  PDF, JPEG, TIFF, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Freehand, Quark Xpress 
- Proofs and final artwork
	- Postcards
	- Programme booklets
	- Leaflets

Print publications - PDF
- Catalogues

Office files - PDF, TXT, JPEG, TIFF
- Email attachments
- Download files


We began our migration and stabilisation work in September 2013, working with various formats in parallel, testing functionality on the way; each format throwing up its own challenges and often cyclical arguments in terms of best practice. So, for clarity, here is a brief summary of the way we dealt with each media format:


------------------

• Websites

Most of our early festival website domains are under www.lovebytes.org.uk so it makes sense to deal with all of this content under our representative sample. The specific website for Lovebytes 2000 - Digital Originals is now here http://www.lovebytes.org.uk/00/

We have maintained all our festival and project websites online, untouched and intact since 1998 under our main domain www.lovebytes.org.uk. Being a non-venue based arts organisation, we have always valued our online presence highly as a front door for our organisation and as a document of our work. Each iteration of the Lovebytes website has sought to be innovative and functional, using high quality graphic design and navigation design to set the context for the festival. Our website archive can be seen as a design museum in itself. Preserving our websites is an interesting challenge which many small independent organisations will at some point face. It is a priority to us to keep our website archives online and accessible.

Sustainability is particularly pertinent to website preservation because of the intrinsic ongoing costs of keeping material accessible. On the one hand these service costs are not high in comparison to say, maintaining an accessible physical collection, and so preserving accessibility is achievable on a tight budget. However, as we have recently put Lovebytes into dormancy as a Limited company, all financial transactions to and from the company account had to be stopped. This meant transferring the website to personal ownership under the custodianship of the directors. At this point we reviewed the current hosting packages and decided to reduce costs to a minimum and looked into the options for this. Without going into details, the cost of the existing hosting was beyond our means and we decided to find an alternative way of hosting the sites. 

Our existing hosting service made all the files available to us and we created an archive of the files to hard disk as a well as a working copy which would reflect any changes made to the file layout on the new host server.


Website Options

When taking the website into personal ownership we considered the following Website preservation options:

1. Transferring ongoing cost of the existing website server and DNS hosting into personal ownership.
2. Transferring and maintaining just the DNS hosting and pointing this to the British Library's Internet Archive.
3. Transferring the website and DNS hosting to a new provider under personal ownership.

Option 1. Transferring ongoing cost of the existing website server and DNS hosting into personal ownership.

We discounted this option on the grounds that the high ongoing cost would make this unsustainable.


Option 2. Transferring and maintaining just the DNS hosting and pointing this to the British Library's Internet Archive.

In February 2013 I contacted the British Library Internet Archive and asked them to re-capture our web site in its current state as I knew we were about to take it down. This was a precautionary measure at the time, but actually the results were very good. I also asked them to capture our other domains linked to the main festival site, such as www.hypertribes.org.uk and www.pitchbend.org.uk. These were all captured in their entirety. Much of the structure works. It is sometimes slow, however.

As this had already taken place, for the purpose of our SPRUCE project, I reassessed the website capture on British Library with a view to linking to it as a temporary alternative to hosting our website and also considered options to use this as our main online archive presence.

The capture can be found here:
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20130206132446/http://2012.lovebytes.org.uk/#.UjtAg7zQK2w

Much of the top level content is preserved with minor glitches, however, I found there are some major issues in terms of digital preservation and access. As I dug deeper into the content I got tantalisingly close to seeing artworks, but for the most part they aren't accessible. 

An example is 'Hyperphilately', a website by the artist Simon Poulter, commissioned as part of multimedia public artwork spanning physical and digital sites in 1998. The website domain was advertised on the 'largest postage stamp in the world', which hung on the front of Sheffield general post office (we didn't bother checking this with Guinness World Records, but it was very big;) 
See here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lovebytes/4387742994/ and here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lovebytes/4386983135/.  
If you were to put the URL into your Netscape browser it resolved to: http://www.hypertribes.org.uk/hyperphilately/ and you would be presented with a daily multimedia stamp to 'collect'. These used Flash and Javascript multimedia content and were posted up daily. They were made the previous day by the artist in his studio in Bridport, Dorset then uploaded each morning.

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20130204140418/http://www.hypertribes.org.uk/hyperphilately/stamp-album3.html

The Flash and Javascript content doesn't work correctly on the Internet Archive capture.

Another example, our first website commission for the Channel Project by Forced Entertainment theatre company, entitled 'Paradise', still functions well: 
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20130206132543/http://www.lovebytes.org.uk/paradise/

The 2000 programme web page looks good and responds nicely but gradually the graphics fall apart as I used it:
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20130206132448/http://www.lovebytes.org.uk/00/

Most of the issues are with Javascript and Flash content and external content links.

The Internet Archive is an excellent resource and we will link to it in place of our original content if necessary. However, as a digital arts organisation, we needed to find another solution to preserve the integrity of the work.


Option 3. Transferring the website and DNS hosting to a new provider under personal ownership.

We decided to proceed with transferring our websites and domains to another server. We found a web service provider offering competitive pricing. 

We could have opted to upload a static version of the website but, as at the provider offer support for up to 5 MySQL databases as apart of the package, we decided to try and reinstate the site as is.

With a little support from the provider, we managed to transfer the lovebytes.org.uk domain and website and get the existing top page and one database working. This is now secured locally and on the server and accessible online. 
However, the CMS still remains inaccessible, so essentially the website works like a static version for the time being. Recent festival websites will require further databases to be installed, but this is matter of working with the service provider to transfer the databases and change references to them. The transfer was straight forward but, as I have limited experience of php, this is as far as I could take it for the purpose of this project.


------------------

• Digital Video Documentation

As early adopters of DV, we are in a good position to be able to migrate our digital video archives from tape to hard drive. Almost all of our festival events were captured in some way using our own Mini DV equipment and we still have the original equipment available for playback.

Best practice to migrate a valuable, fully supported DV tape collection would be to make tape to tape duplicates of them and, if possible, on this first pass migrate to hard drive using a firewire daisy chain. This would probably be available as a service from a broadcast post-production facility. The hard drive copies would then form a static MASTER COPY from which duplicate ACCESS MASTER could be made, and from this ACCESS VERSIONS could be made with desired compression.

Our workflow is potentially more dangerous as we are using consumer level equipment which is not regularly maintained. This could introduce more errors in the migration process. However, by keeping the work onsite we avoid any chance of loss or damage in transit. 

Although making duplicates of DV tape copies is best practice, this adds to the cost of tape and physical storage. If funding is available, we will make copies of all tapes either using our own equipment, which would cost approximately £500 + our time, or use a professional post-production service which would cost approximately £4,000. 

Tape to Tape

To set-up for DV migration you need a firewire camera-to-camera cable (4pin to 4pin) a DV player and a recorder, which could be camcorders. Any timecode breaks on the source tape can cause data loss and synchronisation issues with migration copies. However, the price of DV tapes in bulk is only slightly more that HDD and has far greater longevity if stored correctly.

Tape to HDD

To set-up DV tape to HDD migration you will need:
. Firewire Cable. IEEE1394 6pin to 4pin cable for Firewire 400 port or 9pin to 4pin cable if using a Firewire 800 port.
. DV tape player with firewire port (4pin).
. Computer with Firewire 400 or 800 port.
. DV capture software such as Final Cut Pro or Adobe Premiere, Win DV, Virtual Dub.
. A fast external hard drive (scratch disk) is recommended of temporary capture/storage.
. Quicktime Pro 7 recommended for lossless splitting or compiling of clips.
. DV Analyzer software for reading metadata and checking for errors.

During this process the DV tape stream is migrated to a dv file on HDD. On a Mac using PAL standard video this is encoded as DV PAL in a .mov wrapper (Quicktime). The video metadata (date/time etc) is encoded into each frame and remains unchanged. Tape playback is prone to errors which may result in visual and audio artifacts. These errors may increase with subsequent tape copies. However, when copying to HDD, these errors should be contained and will not affect any changes with further copies unless they are copied back to tape.

When migrating with editing software (such as Apple Final Cut) it is important to set-up the audio capture options to reflect the way the audio was originally recorded to tape. Cameras are usually set to record stereo sound as 2 audio channels in a stereo pair, whereas video editing software often imports stereo audio channels as 2 mono tracks. When stereo pairs are captured as mono tracks the stereo image of the sound is changed and can cause synchronisation problems or echoing between tracks when played back in using media player software such as Quicktime 10.x

Another setting worth checking in preferences in Final Cut Pro is 'On timecode break: to Warn After Capture'. This saves having to stop and start the migration process on timecode breaks. 

Technical description of DV format.
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000173.shtml

--

Overview of our workflow for DV tape migration

1. CATALOGUE PHYSICAL ARCHIVE
Arrange all tapes in chronological order from 1998 - 2012.
Label box and tape with the system naming convention LBMADVxxx (to be include in the file name).

2. TAPE TO HDD
Transfer DV from deck or camera using firewire to HDD using Final Cut Pro 'Log and Capture'. 

NOTE: Capture DV PAL audio as 'stereo pairs' or to reflect camera operators notes. 
Clean playback heads before each tape is inserted. If tape has been stored un-rewound, make a note of the timecode as it is inserted as there will probably be a timecode break at that point and rewind the tape fully. Let the tape play into the first scene by 5 seconds before capturing. Where possible, monitor migration for timecode breaks. If there is a timecode break this usually knocks the audio out of sync, so the tape should be stopped and rewound to a safe point after the break where transfer can be resumed. 

Locate DV capture file in scratch folder and open in Quicktime 7 Pro. The file does not need to be opened in Final Cut Pro or viewed in the time line, the editing software is just used to control and capture the DV stream.

Optional: Check metadata for errors using DV tape migration using DV Analyzer. This creates a log of error corrections applied to the file and also shows any camera data which maybe useful such as date and time. The date and time could be set incorrectly, this can be noted and potentially change in future is the metadata is being used for timestamp access purposes.
http://www.avpreserve.com/dvanalyzer/
http://www.avpreserve.com/dvanalyzer/dv-preservation-data-or-video/

3. TRIMMING AND CATALOGUING DV FILES
When the capture HDD is full, rename the capture files and transfer to the archive master HDD.

Where required, edit the captured files using Quicktime 7 Pro, using drag and drop editing to maintain best quality. 
NOTE: Cutting and pasting does NOT preserve original image quality.

4. TRANSCRIBE AUDIO

5. ARRANGE FILES ON ARCHIVE MASTER HDD:
. MASTER - Mirroring tape exactly (rejoin clips after timecode breaks)
. ACCESS MASTER - Edit into events, named individually to represent content and programme listing and reference MASTER name.
. ACCESS VERSION - These are re-compressed and resized versions, which are then named to reflect changes.

6. Run CHECKSUM and back-up to onsite and offsite HDD copies.

--

Digital Video Commissions Archive
Lovebytes has commissioned a small number of short films which have been provided and stored as 'delivery tapes'; the artists will have retained their own master copies on tape or disk. These 'delivery tapes' need to be migrated in the same way as DV documentation but categorised as 'artworks', and archived alongside the published versions.

A small number of short films have been republished by Lovebytes and intellectual property rights need to be checked before migrating.

For access versions, intellectual property rights need to be checked with artists.

Digital Video Exhibition Copies
Compilation tapes of short films with festival titles and idents. We do not currently own the rights to copy or publish these in any way other than for the specific screening for which they were intended. These tapes will be marked and stored separately from our documentation and commissions archive.


------------------

• CD / CD ROM and  DVD Video / DVD ROM publications
For the purpose of this project we used The DSP 1 CD ROM DISC as our sample which was published as a cross platform CD ROM for Mac and PC. The accompanying Audio CD is to be migrated separately.

Artifact Description.

The Digital Space DSP1 publication is a limited edition (1000 pcs) CD and CD ROM compilation of interactive art and digital sound works curated and published by Lovebytes with funding form the National Lottery through the Arts Council of England in March 2000. The project was conceived as a digital art product and a sampler of new work in interactive audio, digital sound synthesis and algorithmic composition. As a collectible art product each aspect of the publication is carefully considered, from the physical packaging to minimalist file structure of the CD ROM. The publication was designed to be viewed by individuals or presented as an exhibition in a gallery or public space. 

The product consists of 2 discs one Audio CD and one cross platform (Mac and Pc) CD ROM contained in a CD gatefold sleeve. The packaging design was commissioned as an artwork itself from Designers Republic. It uses PVC scratch card ink printing method on 300gsm card.

Migration methods.

Migrating a disc image of a cross platform CD ROM to hard drive. Testing content compatibility with current operating systems and retaining access for current (and future?) operating systems.

The disc is cross platform (HFS/ISO). The HFS partition mounts in Mac OS X (10.7.5) as a folder of individual 'apps'. The ISO partition mounts on Windows XP.

--

Overview of our workflow for CD ROM migration

1. CATALOGUE PHYSICAL ARCHIVE
Where possible identify and maintain chronological order. For unmarked discs maintain natural order.
Label discs with system naming convention LBMACDxxx

2. CD ROM MAC PARTITION TO HDD MAC OS X
Clean the CD ROM surface with air or light cleaning fluid.
Best practice is to use an well maintained external CD ROM drive.
Using Disk Utility on Mac OS X create a Disc Image on first pass (this may be our only chance). 
Make a folder and file copy of the disc to hard drive for easy access and testing.

3. CD ROM PC PARTITION TO HDD WINDOWS
Repeat the process with the PC partition using Daemon Tools.
If the physical disc integrity is of concern, then using a dual boot Mac (Bootcamp) under Windows to re-mount the CD ROM will avoid physically removing it from the machine.

4. Run CHECKSUM and back-up to onsite and offsite HDD copies.

--

Issues with Macromedia Director Projectors under OS X 10.6.x

A number of the artworks on the DSP 1 CD ROM were authored using Macromedia Director and compiled for distribution in Macromedia Projector format. This format is not compatible with OS X 10.6.x as the support for Classic environment ends here. The solution may be to recompile the Projector file from the original Director source files. We contacted one of the original artists who were interested in trying this but they needed to search their archives to locate the source files, but could not do this within our timescale.

Searches on this subject confirm that this is possible. We also contacted a developer who authored our HyperCD using Director in 1998, they also confirmed that this was theoretically possible however they did not have a recent version of Adobe Director MX to test a recompile. Most developers we know seem to have stopped using Director. Evaluation versions of Director MX are available and we intend to continue with testing using these, however, the cross-platform accessibility is not high priority in terms of preservation of the artworks as acceptable functionality is achievable using the PC partition under Windows.

Accessible linear versions of the interaction and user interfaces can be recorded using a screen recorder such as Snapz Pro and presented as a video clip for the purpose of accessibility.

Best practice for preserving access to the Mac versions of these artworks would be to preserve a Apple Mac running Mac OS 9 as part of our collection. We have two of these machines currently in storage, one with OS9 and one with an early version of OS X running classic environment.

Ref. forum question regarding Director Mac OSX compatibility answered by Macromedia: http://www.justskins.com/forums/old-projector-files-to-32858.html


------------------

• Audio Documentation

Live performances were routinely recorded from the mixing desk to Mini Disc, and in the case of our 2002 and 2003 festival, to DAT tape. These were migrated as audio files to CD ROM at the time and these CD ROMs can now be migrated and stabilised to HDD as disc images and copied as easy access files and folders. Best practice would be to retransfer from the DAT tape via a digital audio capture card. We do not hold the rights to these recordings, IP searches are required to gain permissions to preserve and potentially publish these.

------------------

• Photo Documentation

Our photographic image collection is around 1000 images. The amount of digital images we generated grows in 2001 and steps up again significantly from 2007 onwards with the advent of Flickr. The representational sample from Lovebytes 2000 only contains a relatively small amount of material. The representational sample is contained on CD ROM and will be migrated as disk image then catalogued individually. However, as we have been using Flickr as our primary image management and storage system, we intend to upload all our images to Flickr to make use of its metadata editing tools, batch processing and user interface. This creates cloud backup of the images for accessibility and another convenient method of cross-linking to other online media such as Vimeo and YouTube. Once the CD ROM images have been uploaded to Flickr we intend to test Bulkr , a pay for application for Mac OS X, to download the original files with metadata http://clipyourphotos.com/bulkr and create a localised image library. We also need to look at how we might incorporate this in our back-up routine.

------------------

• Print Publicity

We were very fortunate to have the opportunity to forge collaborations with a number of world renowned graphic designers and provide a platform for their work to be seen in its own right. To this end we often commissioned designs as original artworks. We worked closely with designers and always strived to achieve the highest possible quality in print reproduction. This involved becoming quite hands-on with print bureaus and digital files and consequently we hold copies of a number of original design files in PDF and proprietary formats and which were reinterpreted for video indents, signage, banners, textile printing and online media. We may need to seek permissions before we can make these source files accessible, in the meantime we will migrate and preserve them as archive copies by making disk images of CD ROMS and Zip cartridges. 

Print material samples will also be captured as 'pack shots' and scanned. The text from which can be read using OCR to extract metadata which will correspond with web text versions of programmes and online media.

Print Publications

A PDF of our 2001 printed publication Catalog was included in the representational sample as an example of a multipage PDF. We have migrated this from CD ROM and parsed the content for metadata.


------------------

• Office Files

A series of CD ROMS and DV RAM discs have been archived which contain collections of key correspondence, minutes of meetings and contracts. These need to be migrated as disk images to HDD, then trawled for images and key correspondence which is suitable for access versions. These do however contain personal details from emails accounts and records of personal information submitted through our mail-list, once usable information has been harvested these should be stored in a protected and secure environment or destroyed.



------------------

•  Archive storage media and file systems

The factors we considered in choosing a file system format were. 
. Maximum file size must accommodate large 14GB video files (1 hr DV Tape)
. Cross platform compatibility read an write.
. Robustness.

We researched NTFS, EXFAT and HFS+.

Although these are cross platform compatible, third party drivers are required for Mac OS X to write NTFS and for Windows PCs to read and write HFS+.

We chose HFS+ for its robustness because it met the above criteria and is: 
. Journalled and less prone to corruption and fragmentation.
. Faster access.
. Native to OS X (does not require driver)
. Backwardly compatible with Mac OS X Classic.

Windows requires third party software to access HFS+ drives.


Overview of our backup regime

1. MIGRATION SCRATCH DISK HFS+ formatted firewire drive which is compatible with all the Macintosh machines we will be using for migrating DV files and testing director files in Mac Classic environment.

2. [A] ARCHIVE MASTER. HFS+ Formatted 3TB for cross platform compatibility. Cloned when major changes are made.

3. [B] ON SITE BACKUP. HFS+ Formatted 3TB  cloned from the Archive Master. Updated monthly if changes are made to the Archive Master. Tested annually. 

[C] OFF-SITE BACKUP. HFS+ Formatted 3TB  cloned from the Archive Master, stored off-site. Updated monthly if changes are made to the Archive Master. Tested annually.

Drives will only be replaced on failure or if telling disk errors occur.

The off site back up will be self-contained in external hard drive enclosure and dedicated power supply for added security.

Each back up will be an exact clone from the Archive Master, using Carbon Copy Cloner.

On site [B] and offsite [C] drives will be swapped during back-up cloning to ensure that they are not in the same location during transfer.

In future and incremental back-up to the off-site backup may be possible using a NAS drive. 
However the drive would need to be powered up and connected to the internet each time at the off-site location. 


Managing metadata and file structure.

Naming conventions.

Being close to the content and it was important for me to retain accessibility so that I can identify and work with the archive content at a file and folder level and in chronological order. However at this point we felt we must also begin to deal with the data systematically and bring in developer expertise. We met Mark Osborne at the SPRUCE MASHUP 2 where he helped us to identify audio issues with migrating DV. Mark has experience in dealing with media collections and specifically in developing systems for the management of large multi-media collections using affordable technologies. Mark gave us some very valuable advice regarding structuring our files to make them accessible and readable for file management and back-up systems, whilst also keeping in mind our needs to work fluidly and efficiently with the content as curators.

As a result the naming convention we set in place is as follows:

Disk names

LBMA1
LBMA2
LBMA3

Folder structure this is in progress and will be changed and refined:

SOURCE
- LBMAPRINT
	- LBMAPRINT001
- LBMADV
	- LBMADV001
- LBMACD
	- LBMACD001
… etc

The items in the source file are untouched migrated files and disk images which have been catalogued and numbered. The original physical items will be marked with the same reference name i.e. LBMAxxxx Each of these will have an accompanying text file of the same name but with the extension .txt containing a checksum manifest and metadata. These files are to remain untouched as safety copy.

ACCESS
- LBMAPRINT_ACCESS
	- 20000403_PRINT_Postcard_invite_DSP_Launch_LBMAPRINT001
- LBMADV_ACCESS
	- 20000406_1800_DOCUMENTATION_Multimedia_Gallery_LBMADV016_02

These files would be the access masters in most case just the names will be changed to reflect content

PENDING
- LBMAPRINT_PENDING
	- [TEMPORARY NAME AWAITING CATALOGUING]
This folder would be for items that had been migrated to HDD and are yet to be catalogued.


We feel this is a solid system, but there are flaws that need addressing and we need to keep in mind that modifications may need to be made. Batch renaming of access files might be required for instance if we change the naming convention. In order to do this we need to entrust this work to a developer at some point in the next a stage of the preservation process. 

Effectively this system takes a 'belt and braces' approach to maintaining a working archive which can be consolidated to a single disk. We are considering physically splitting the SOURCE and ACCESS versions on separate disks.

This system does increase costs as it duplicates the entire content however this will avoid any potential for contamination between SOURCE and ACCESS versions. The SOURCE is effective stable cold storage for the archive whilst the ACCESS discs will be enhanced with metadata and functionality to create a copy for file transportation and developing access systems as del as containing the final access files themselves.

The archive is catalogued in a spreadsheet which can be exported as tab delimited text of form individual text files (of the same name as the media files but with .TXT extension).

The categories for the LBMADV (Digital video documentation) contains the following fields:




FILENAME
FILE HYPERLINK
ORIGINAL ITEM REF = FORMAT
DOC TYPE / FORMAT
ARTIST/S / SPEAKERS
CONTENT TYPE
YEAR
DATE
EVENT LOCATION
EVENT TITLE
DURATION
ARTIST WEBSITE
IMAGES
RELATED FORM





Online Video and Video Transcript


Video transcription and HTML5 functionality makes possible text based search of video content and provides a minimal baseline level of accessibility.

Utilising traditional typing skills and online tools its possible to present video hosted on Youtube within the Lovebytes website, offloading a significant hosting burden to Google, with both a baseline level of accessibility (via both youtube subtitling and the Lovebytes website transcription) and providing the interpretive hypermedia inter connectedness required for Lovebytes.

The requirements of making video accessible to a diverse range of audiences are not the same as the requirements of enhancing video with additional HTML5 based hypermedia functionality. The challenge remains as to how to optimally manage the balance between these two concerns.



